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Q.  Jason, another year and another nice performance here at Lake Karrinyup for 

you?  

 

JASON SCRIVENER:  Yeah, I wasn't quite expecting to shoot 5-under the way I started 

today, but finished nicely and, yeah, kept the mistakes off the card. 

 

Q.  Can you take us through that eagle?  

 

JASON SCRIVENER:  Yeah, it was pretty simple really, I hit a really good drive.  The wind 

switched to a southwest which helped us there.  The hole played a lot shorter, hit a 5-iron to 

about eight foot and it rolled it in.  So up until then it was kind of plodding and grinding away 

and then that really helped. 

 

Q.  You spent the week here last week but you couldn't actually get out on the course 

here.  Did it play sort of how you expected it?  

 

JASON SCRIVENER:  Yeah, it's very different, you know, usually so you play a lot more 

defensive hitting into the greens and you have to be really cautious of missing in the wrong 

spots and stuff.  But it was perfect out there this morning, greens are soft and you can be a 

lot more aggressive. 

 

Q.  Do you think it will change much over the coming days?  

 

JASON SCRIVENER:  I don't think so.  I think it's going to -- obviously the wind picking up 

might change things a bit, but I think it's going to play pretty -- I won't say easy, but it will 

play a lot easier than usual. 

 

Q.  What's your strategy here, just qualify as high as you can?  

 

JASON SCRIVENER:  Yeah, I'm trying to be forget about that to be honest, just trying to 

treat it like a three-round event and, yeah, whatever happens on Sunday, you know, 

happens.  So yeah, just one day at a time. 
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